R60 SERIES

Three models R60S, R60B & R60Esc

R60S Multi-purpose, Large Capacity and High Productivity

The R60S is a larger version of the R45S capable of generating a superior quality clean on all types of floors, ranging from safety floors and tiles through to carpets. With a large cleaning area capacity the R60S is ideal for applications such as gymnasiums, shopping malls, factories, large catering areas, long and wide passageways, etc. The R60S also has all the attributes of the smaller models in that it is compact and designed to reach under fixtures and fittings with a floor clearance of minimum 20cm and yet can also achieve over 100m_/ per hour on large open areas.

Technical Specification

Single-phase induction motor, various ratings available eg 230V 50Hz 1150w
brush speed 650rpm
cleaning width 600mm
clean water tank capacity 7 litres
recovery tank capacity 3.5 litres
solution distribution method gravity
brush contact pressure 220g/cm_
weight 34 kg
length 366mm
width 705mm
clearance height 205mm
coverage – hard floors 1000m_/h
coverage – carpets 300m_/h
R60B Multi-purpose, Large Capacity and High Productivity

The R60B is a larger version of the R45B capable of generating a superior quality clean on all types of floors, ranging from safety floors and tiles through to carpets. With a large cleaning area capacity the R60B is ideal for applications such as gymnasiums, shopping malls, factories, large catering areas, long and wide passageways, etc. The R60B is particularly suited to the heavy duty building maintenance markets with its greater productivity and extra weight for heavy scrubbing work. The R60B also has all the attributes of the smaller models in that it is compact and designed to reach under fixtures and fittings with a floor clearance of minimum 20cm and yet can also achieve over 100m/h per hour on large open areas.

Technical Specification
Single-phase induction motor, various ratings available eg 230V 50Hz 1150w
brush speed 650rpm
cleaning width 600mm
clean water tank capacity 7 litres
recovery tank capacity 3.5 litres
solution distribution method Electric pump spray
brush contact pressure 220g/cm_
weight 35 kg
length 366mm
width 705mm
clearance height 205mm
coverage – hard floors 1200m_/h
coverage – carpets 400m_/h

R60Esc Escalator and Travelator Cleaning Machine

The R60Esc has all the features of the R60B and by using a special brush with stepped bristles can clean escalators and travelators as well as doing all the tasks that the R60B does so well. The R60Esc cleans deep into the escalator/travelator grooves, using minimal amounts of water.

The R60Esc is the ideal machine for the many miles of travelators (travelling walkways) that are being used in airports and supermarkets around the world.

A typical escalator can be quickly, maintained in under 20 minutes. The operator simply stands holding the machine in position with the escalator/travelator moving towards the machine washing, scrubbing and collecting the dirt. With a little extra time heavily soiled escalators can be brought back to their best, leaving steps dry in minutes, no damage to the aluminum treads and presenting no safety hazard to electrical components.

The R60Esc can also be used on all types of floor surfaces using the same Rotowash Principal that is used in the smaller models.

Technical Specification
Single-phase induction motor, various ratings available eg 230V 50Hz 1150w
brush speed 650rpm
cleaning width 600mm
clean water tank capacity 7 litres
recovery tank capacity 3.5 litres
solution distribution method Electric pump spray
brush contact pressure 220g/cm_
weight 35 kg
length 366mm
width 705mm
clearance height 205mm
coverage – hard floors 1200m_/h
coverage – carpets 400m_/h